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Abstract 
A wmbznatonal 2-manzfold IS a 2-dimensional simplicial complex whose geometric 
caxrler IS a closed surface An combinatorial 2-manifold is called nezghbourly if each p a r  
of vertices forms an edge A cornbinatorial 2-manifold is called combznatorzallg regular 
(respectively, weakly regular) if its automorphism group is transitive on its flags (respectively, 
its vertices) A comblnatorial Zman~fold is called degree-regular if each of its vertices have 
the same degree So, trivial examples of degree-regular combinatorid Zmanlfolds axe weakly 
regular and neighbourly combinatorial 2-man~folds In 1171, Lutz has classified all the weakly 
regular combinatorial 2-manifolds on at most 15 vertices In [3], Altshuler and Brehm have 
classified all neighbourly combinatonal 2-manifolds on at most 11 vertices In [lo], Datta 
and Ndakantan have classdied all the degree-regular combinatorial2-manifolds on at most 11 
vertices In 121, Altshuler et a1 have shown that there are exactly 59 orientable neighbourly 
combinatorial 2-manifolds on 12 vertices In [I], Altshuler has constructed 40615 dlstinct 
non-onentable neighbourly combinatorial 2-manifolds on 12 vertices 
For 12 < n 5 15, we have classlfied all the degree-regular n-vertex combinatorial 2- 
mamfolds of Euler characteristic zero There are exactly 19 such combinatorial 2-manifolds, 
12 of whch triangulate the torus and remanmg 7 triangulate the Klem bottle Out of the 
last 7 combinatonal 2-mmfolds only one ~s weakly regular 
For each n 2 12, we have constructed two distlnct weakly regular tnangulations of the 
torus If m 2 2 then we have constructed a (4m + 2)-vertex weakly regular triangulation 
of the Klein bottle If p IS a prime then we have classlfied all the pvertex weakly regular 
combinatorial 2-manifolds of Euler characteristic 0 If n > 9 is not a prune then we have 
constructed an n-vertex degree-regular triangulation of the Klem bottle 
We have classified all the onentable degree-regular combinatorial 2-manifolds of Euler 
charactemt~c -2 There are exactly 6 such combinatorid 2-manifolds, 3 of which are weakly 
regular found by Lutz in [17] 
